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Established in 1997, Adec Aquarium Supplies Pte. Ltd. is a company that imports and exports quality
aquarium products. With our emphasis and dedication to quality, excellent customer service, we have grown
from strength to strength, earning us a loyal base of satisfied clientele.
 
 As the first company in Singapore in our industry to be award the ISO 9001:2000 for the provision of stockist
and trading services in aquarium products in 2003 by SAC (Singapore Accreditation Council) and UKAS
(Certification International (UK) Limited., we believe in continual progress and the search for excellence.
 
 Through our years of extensive experience and professional knowledge accrued in the aquarium supplies
trade, we made the foray in investing in our own production facilities in Guangdong Province, China a
milestone achieved  in the history of Adec that enables us to meet the growing demand and expectations of
our customers under our in house brands such as Dymax and Niche as well as other OEM requests in the
market. 
 
 In our quest to serve our customers better and improve our services, we are always on the lookout for
opportunities to develop new products, joint ventures and related business opportunities. Currently our wide
range of products from aquarium tanks to landscaping products are distributed worldwide.

    
 

  
 

 Product Name: Dymax (MH Lamp) Octopus Clip Metal Halide Lamp
DM256 250w
 SKU: Dymax Octopus Clip Metal Halide Lamp DM256 250w

 Barcode Link:   
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Guarantee 1 year send factory  
 Price:  Baht 14,000.00   [Product Details...]
 
  Quantity:    
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 Product Name: Dymax (T5 Bulb) T5NO Tropical DM197 21w
(White 10000k)
 SKU: Dymax T5NO Tropical DM197 21w (White 10000k)
 Barcode Link:  
 
 Price:  Baht 250.00   [Product Details...]
 
  Quantity:    
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 Product Name: Dymax (T5 Bulb) T5NO Tropical DM198 28w
(White 10000k)
 SKU: Dymax T5NO Tropical DM198 28w (White 10000k)
 Barcode Link:  
 
 Price:  Baht 300.00   [Product Details...]
 
  Quantity:    
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